
Contract with Hartford voters.

I, Mark Stewart Greenstein, in consideration of earning the vote for mayor from any accepting Hartford voter,

pledge for the course of my term the following:

1) To record every civic or business meeting I hold within the state, and make it available to the public.

2) To accept no donations of money or goods from individuals or private corporations.

3) To publish in advance a manifest of any pre-arranged office meeting listing the invitee’s name,

organization, and topic(s) and allowing up to four others who might be opposed, to attend the

meeting. Ditto pre-arranged breakfast, lunch and dinner meetings.

4) To hear or read the clemency petition of any inmate jailed by HPD for more than 15 days.

5) To stay overnight on the couch in the Hartford home of any Conscientious Federal Tax Objector who

reasonably fears retribution, so long I am not committed elsewhere.

6) To allow ex-convicts applying for City employment to be hired based on references and a statement of

“why I am good”, and not based on a resume or consistent work history.

7) To never demand public masking or separations. Individuals act more safely than governments.

8) To resign after 25 months in office, upon the demand of a single non-government Hartford voter if

Hartford has:

a) Not seen wage improvement above the average of all northeast cities of 100,000 or more, b)

Following implementation of my recommendations, not seen its high school students bound for

4-year college attain average SAT score improvements of 100 points or more, or average ACT

section-point improvements of 10 points or more, or

c) Not landed an NHL team in Greater Hartford before any other U.S. city in the eastern time zone.

This is enforceable by any one Hartford voter not employed by or contracting with city or state government any

time after January 1, 2026 who on her or his honor voted for me, Mark Stewart Greenstein, in November 2023.

Mr. Stewart is an independent candidate for Hartford CT mayor. His site is www.StewartForHartford.com. Paid for by
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